
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of accounts
executive. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of qualifications
and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still
be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for accounts executive

Once the National Sales team closes the business, the AE will work in tandem
to successfully transition opportunities to the implementation team manage
and grow account
Set up customer to receive all publications and reports
Supervise and coordinate the activities of the Accounts Receivable section
Co-ordinate with sales in resolving problems concerning collection of guest
account receivable
Ascertain that all charges received for billings are accurate & have supporting
documentations and should adhere to company’s policy and procedure
Generate and send out invoices on a timely manner
Immediately respond, check and process all customer refunds, voids and
charge backs
Ensure to process the third party claims and the maintenance, review,
updating and collection of guest accounts in accordance with the credit
policy
Attend to customers’ queries
Participate in continuous improvement activities to ensure optimal efficiency

Qualifications for accounts executive

Must possess strong oral and written communication skills and the ability to
represent the company with the highest level of professionalism in all
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SK nation wide place of work, due to expected intense travelling
requirements to Bratislava preferred home location is Bratislava and
surroundings
2+ years experience in providing excellent customer service, problem
identification and resolution, proven ability to communicate effectively
Travel to accounts facilities to meet with key decision makers and discuss any
issues that need to be resolved and bring up new opportunities for growth
Talk with load planners and let them know the areas that have a need for
loads
Work with Marketing Directors to secure year round capacity for assigned
accounts


